Abstract. We present the results of BV (RI) KC CCD photometry down to V = 21 mag in the region of NGC 6994. To our knowledge, no photometry has previously been reported for this object and we find evidences that it is a poor and sparse old open cluster, with a minimum angular diameter of 9 arcmin, i.e. larger than the 3 arcmin originally assigned to it.
Introduction
Open clusters are very useful for many purposes concerning our galaxy's structure and evolution; the oldest ones (with ages of about 1 Gyr or greater) are particularly suitable for studying the Galactic disk. As pointed out by Janes & Phelps (1994) , the spatial distributions of old and young open clusters are notably different: the old ones, projected onto the Galactic plane, are located in the outer disk, at distances greater than 7.5 kpc from the Galactic center, towards the Galactic anticenter, whereas the young open clusters are distributed symetrically about the Sun. The scale-heights estimated by fitting exponential laws to their respective distributions perpendicular to the Galactic plane, indicate that the old open cluster population (scale-height of 375 pc) is considerably thicker than the young one (scale-height of 55 pc). This distribution of old open clusters can be understood in terms of their dynamical evolution, as the fact of remaining in the outer disk and far from the Galactic plane, helps them to avoid tidal encounters with giant molecular clouds, mostly present in the inner disk, as well as the effect of other disruptive forces (Friel 1995 and references therein) .
NGC 6994 (C2056-128) is an object located at low galactic latitude (α = 20 h 58. m 9, δ = −12
• 38 ′ (J2000.0); l = 35.
• 7, b = −34 • ), in Aquarius, and it has been very little studied. Collinder (1931) estimated for it a distance of 3.8 kpc, an angular diameter of 2.8 arcmin and wondered whether it was an open or globular cluster. Ruprecht (1966) classified NGC 6994 as a Trumpler (1930) class IV 1 p, a very sparse and poor open cluster. In a statistical analysis of Galactic clusters' ages, Wielen (1971) included it in the group of old and nearby ones, with high values of galactic latitude, but again considering it as a doubtful open cluster.
As far as we know, there have been no previous photometric studies of NGC 6994. Our investigation attempts to shed light on the nature of this object by means of CCD photometry, determining its probable members and true extension, and estimating its reddening, distance, age and metallicity. We also include a comparison with a model of Fig. 1 . CCD B image of the total area observed for NGC 6994. North is up and east is to the left. The diameter of the field is 9.6 arcmin and the exposure time is 6 min.
the Galactic stellar distribution that lends support to our observational results.
Sect. 2 describes observations and data reduction. Membership and the fundamental parameters of the cluster are discussed in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we present a comparison with a model of the Galaxy, and in Sect. 5 an analysis of the radial distribution. Our conclusions and a summary of the results are provided in the final Sect.
Observations and reductions
Observations for this project were carried out on the nights 12/13 and 13/14 October 1996, using the 2.15 m telescope at the Complejo Astronómico El Leoncito (CASLEO) in San Juan, Argentina. Direct CCD images were collected with a TEK 1024 chip and BV (RI) KC filters; a focal reducer was attached to the telescope so that the scale was 0.8 arcsec/pixel, providing a circular usable field with a diameter of 9.6 arcmin. In each filter, a set of two frames in at least three different exposures were obtained for NGC 6994, as well as 40 frames of three Landolt (1992) fields containing 12 standard stars, which cover a range in color from (B−V ) = −0.339 to 1.551. The seeing ranged from 1.8 to 2.4 arcsec during both nights.
A blue CCD image is shown in Fig. 1 and it is evident from it that, formerly, the cluster was supposed to consist of just the four central brightest stars. The stellar distribution on the frame is presented in Fig. 2 , which can be used as a finding chart and where we have included a 3 arcmin circle about the aforementioned brightest stars. All reductions were performed using IRAF 1 . Preliminary processing was done in the standard way; frames were trimmed, bias substracted and flat-fielded using dome flats. Instrumental magnitudes of stars in the region of NGC 6994 were derived with the DAOPHOT package (Stetson 1987) , a position dependent point spread function (PSF) and the corresponding aperture corrections were calculated for each frame, which were reduced separately. Standard stars were measured using aperture photometry and the following transformation equations were applied to transform our instrumental magnitudes
where lower case letters refer to instrumental magnitudes and upper case ones represent standard system values, X is the airmass, and the extinction coefficients were taken from Minniti et al. (1989) . The rms error in the fits of all the transformation equations was of the order of 0.01 mag. We finally calculated, for the 144 stars measured in this field, mean values for their colors and magnitudes weighted according to the photometric errors given by DAOPHOT, and the corresponding errors of the means which are shown in Fig. 3 as a function of V magnitude. The full photometric data set is listed in Table 1 , where the X and Y coordinates are given in units of CCD pixels.
Results
Figs. 4, 5, and 6 show the color-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) for all the stars studied in the region of NGC 6994. We have made no attempt to eliminate the field stars because we lack a comparison field and we had no conclusive proof that the probable cluster did not extend out of the limits of the frame. A comparison with a model of our Galaxy for this field, which is discussed in the next Sect., will help to settle the question.
Membership, reddening and distance were determined together, following a kind of iterative process. Even though without radial velocities or metallicities we cannot confirm membership, we attempted to identify likely cluster members based on the locus of the stars in the (B − V ) vs V diagram. We started by assuming that only stars in the central group, that is within the 3 arcmin circle (see Fig. 2 ), were members of the cluster. In the following steps, once we had estimations of color excess and distance modulus, we selected and added as member candidates those stars lying within ±2ǫ of the Zero Age Mean Sequence (ZAMS) from Schmidt-Kaler (1982) , shifted according to these chosen reddening and distance modulus (ǫ being the internal error of the photometry), and we also included those lying within 0.75 mag of the upper envelope in case any of the member candidates were binaries (see Fig. 4 ). The reddening was estimated by means of the BV I C technique, discussed by Cousins (1978) , using the (Fig. 7) ; member candidates with (V − I) colors between 0.5 and 1 mag were preferred for this determination because this color range is the most sensitive to the reddening in this diagram, as pointed out by Barrado & Byrne (1995) . Finally, the distance modulus was chosen so as to obtain the best possible fit of the isochrones from the work of VandenBerg (1985) to our data, taking into account the already estimated color excess; the isochrones fitting also gave us information on the probable metallicity and age of the cluster. The whole procedure was repeated until no new member candidates were added to the group. The final selection of member candidates was performed checking also their positions in the other CMDs. Star #4, though located slightly to the left of the sequences in the CMDs, was considered as a probable member because the errors in its mean < V > and < B − V > values (0.06 and 0.07 mag, respectively), were higher than for other stars of similar magnitude. Star #14 was considered as a field star. Stars #6 and #7 lie in the binary sequence, about 0.7 mag above the main sequence . In this way, a total of 24 members, including star #4, are proposed as belonging to this cluster: 7 of them are located within the central 3 arcmin circle, and another 17 stars are distributed out to the limits of our frames so that the true angular size of NGC 6994 might be even larger than 9 ar- cmin. Member star candidates are shown as filled circles in all the CMDs, the probable member #4 as an open circle and field stars as crosses. It is interesting to note that all stars in the CCD frames brighter than V = 14.5 mag, i.e. the 11 brightest stars, seem to be members of NGC 6994. The adopted reddening is E(V −I) = 0.09 ± 0.03 mag, and by means of the relation of Dean et al. (1978) we get E(B − V ) = 0.07 ± 0.02 mag. The shift of the Cousins' sequence to the position shown in Fig. 7 proved to be relatively uncertain although, according to the direction of the reddening line, it was the best fitting that could be Fig. 4 . The solid line is the intrinsic sequence for dwarfs (Cousins 1978) shifted according to the adopted color excess E(V − I) = 0.09 mag. The arrow is the reddening line.
accomplished including member candidates with (V − I) colors between 0.5 and 1 mag, as explained above. Consequently, we decided to check the color excess and to obtain other estimates of the reddening from the maps of Burstein & Heiles (1982) and the recently published ones of Schlegel et al. (1998) . In the former maps, the position corresponding to the galactic coordinates of the cluster is very close to the contour of E(B − V ) = 0.06 mag, and we obtained values ranging between 0.05 and 0.06 mag within the boundaries of our frames. The more reliable maps from Schlegel et al. gave E(B − V ) between 0.04 and 0.06 mag for the same region. Thus, the estimates of reddening from both maps are in agreement, within the errors, with our previous determination so we decided to keep that color excess as the most accurate value and use it as a constraint in the isochrone fitting process. In order to estimate the distance modulus we considered theoretical VandenBerg isochrones of different metallicities and ages, shifted according to the E(B − V ) color excess. Isochrones of metallicity [Fe/H] =−0.45 and more metal poor were inconsistent with our data for all ages. The −0.23 dex ones at ages 2 -3 Gyr provided a proper fit for a distance modulus (V − M V ) ≈ 9.3 mag, and the best global fit was obtained with the isochrones of solar metallicity corresponding to the same ages, at a (V − M V ) = 9.2 ± 0.25 mag. Due to the small number of stars involved in the fit we cannot discard the metallicity [Fe/H] =−0.23, but both distance moduli are in agreement within the errors, so we finally assumed that the distance derived with the solar metallicity isochrones was the most accurate one (Fig. 8 ). If we adopt a value of R = A V /E(B − V ) = 3.2, we obtain an unreddened distance modulus of (V 0 − M V ) ≈ 9 ± 0.25 mag, corresponding to a distance from the Sun of approximately d = 620 pc. Taking into account its galactic latitude and assuming a solar Galactocentric distance of 8.5 kpc, we determine that NGC 6994 is located at about 350 pc below the Galactic plane and has a Galactocentric distance of about R gc = 8.1 kpc.
The two stars on the left side of the CMDs, which are identified as #41 and #50 in Fig. 2 and Table 1, deserve further discussion. According to their (B − V ) colors they might be white dwarfs; it is thus worth to find out, by means of models, whether they are cluster white dwarfs candidates or not. We used the photometric calibration from Bergeron et al. (1995) . The first step was to estimate the visual absolute magnitude for these stars assuming that they were located at the same distance as the cluster (M V = 7.7−8.5 mag, taking into account the error of the distance modulus); then, we obtained all the corresponding (B − V ) colors and ages from the calibrations, including the models for the pure hydrogen and pure helium compositions as well as the ones for different values of the surface gravity. The model (B − V ) colors range from −0.17 to −0.33 mag, that is, quite different from the observed ones (see Table 1 ); and if we look at the corresponding ages, they would be younger than 10 7 yr, which seems unlikely for the sparse cluster that we are dealing with. On the other side, the absolute magnitudes from the models that correspond to the observed (B − V ) are M V ≤ 9.5 mag, which differ in at least 1 mag from the ones obtained from the observations. We are then lead to conclude that stars #41 and #50 are not cluster white dwarfs. They may be either field white dwarfs or another type of blue object.
Comparison with a Galactic model
In order to confirm the identification of the member star candidates as an old cluster, we attempted a comparison of our observational results with Galaxy model predictions.
If we obtain, for the particular field we are studying, a theoretical distribution of field stars that matches the observed one, we will be quite confident on the nature of the sequence drawn by the member candidates as a cluster.
We obtained the star distribution predicted by the Galactic model from Reid & Majewski (1993) , corresponding to a field of the same size, located at the same position as NGC 6994, and including stars up to the same V limiting magnitude. Due to the low value of the galactic latitude, we expected to find, as field star contamination, several stars from the thick disk and from the halo added to the ones belonging to the Galactic disk. Figs. 9 and 10 show the theoretical V vs (B−V ), and V vs (V −I) CMDs, reddened according to the values obtained in the previous Sect., and where we have included the sequence of member stars to perform a better comparison with Figs. 4 and 6, respectively. We can see that the model and the observed CMDs appear very similar, with a high proportion of stars from the thick disk and the halo; and that the candidate cluster members are located on an separate sequence, away from the field stars. The same effect is present in the V vs (V − R) CMD, which is not shown. We believe that this comparison is giving strong support to the identification of the cluster star candidates as members of a genuine open cluster.
By means of this comparison of the observations with the model predictions, we can see that, up to the limiting V magnitude of the stars involved in this paper (V = 21 mag), all the stars redder than (V − I) = 1.5 mag belong to the disk population without any contribution from the halo (see Fig. 10 ). This fact has already been pointed out by Reid et al. (1996) , in their analysis of two deep and relatively high galactic latitude fields.
Stellar radial distribution
Given the small number of member candidates of NGC 6994, it is worth computing the surface density of stars in the region studied. Taking as a rough center the position of the four brightest stars, that is, the center of the 1.5 arcmin radius circle in Fig. 2 , we calculated the cumulative projected number density within a series of concentric annular rings about such point. It is displayed in Fig. 11 which shows that NGC 6994 presents an increase of the density towards the center. Anyway, as this distribution represents an important proof of the existence of the cluster, it should be analized in a statistical way. By means of a random number generator we made a set of 10 uniform distributions of the same number of stars, scattered across the same area, and then applied a Kolmogorov-Smirnof test (Press et al. 1992 ) to prove if they were statistically different from the observed stellar radial distribution. The statistic in this analysis is the maximum vertical separation between the observed and each random cumulative distributions, and P is the corresponding significance level for the hypothesis that the two samples are drawn from the same parent distribution. The probabilities P obtained, in sorted order, were of 0.151, 0.141, and the rest ranged from 0.045 to 0.003; these results show that the observed distribution is significantly different from the uniform distributions and that it has not occured just by chance. In this way, the existence of the cluster as a true identity is enhanced, and it should also be noticed that it is highly likely that the outer members of the cluster are located out of the bounds of our CCD frames.
Conclusions
The results of our photometry and the comparison with a Galactic model suggest that NGC 6994 is an old and sparse open cluster. We identify only 24 member candidates within the limits of our CCD frames, including the four brightest members that are located close to the center. The best isochrone fits give an age that lies within the range of 2 to 3 Gyr, assuming solar metallicity. The distance of the cluster from the Sun is estimated as 620 pc and the Galactocentric distance as 8.1 kpc; it is situated about 350 pc below the Galactic plane. Our interpretation of the above results is based on the dynamical evolution of the cluster. Friel (1995) discussed the distribution of old open clusters projected on the Galactic plane and perpendicular to it. All the old open clusters present Galactocentric distances larger than 7.5 kpc and their distribution with height from the plane is much broarder than for the young ones, that is, the old cluster population can be fitted by a 375 pc scaleheight exponential compared to the 55 pc scale-height of clusters with ages less than the Hyades (Janes & Phelps 1994) . Both facts are in favour of the cluster longevity: the giant molecular clouds, whose encounters with open clusters can be devastating (Terlevich 1987) , are mainly located in the inner disk.
On the other side, clusters older than 1 Gyr are expected to present considerable mass segregation. They have had enough time to relax dynamically so that more massive stars end up centrally concentrated, and low mass stars have moved to the outer regions and may have escaped from the cluster. This process of evaporation is experienced by isolated clusters but is more efficient in the presence of an external field due to the host galaxy; this seems to have happened to a high proportion of NGC 6994 low mass members.
Finally, it is interesting to note the N-body simulations from Terlevich (1987) showed that, after 300-400 Myr of evolution, some of the stars remained around each open cluster, forming an extended corona outside King's tidal radius, but being still linked to the cluster. We find a similar kind of corona in the outskirts of NGC 6994, formed by stars that are likely to escape in the near future. 
